DEPARTMENT OF SUPREME WISDOM

April 2, 1936

First: History is all our studies. The most attractive, and best qualified to reward our research. As it develops the springs and motives of human action, and displays the consequence of circumstances which operates most powerfully on the destinies of human beings.

Second: It stands true that we the Lost Found NATION, of ISLAM, in the wilderness of North America have not applied ourselves to the study of History. But rather to FOLLY having a lots of the bread of, idleness and when an effort was made to the above affect of History study, it was to our detriment by not knowing what History that was more valuable, to aid us in the knowledge of our own Nation.

The WISE MAN, is the one who has made a careful study of the Past events of ANCIENT and MODERN HISTORY. The KNOWLEDGE of the FUTURE is JUDGED by the KNOWLEDGE of the PAST. There are MEN born with a gift of PROPHECY. While some are trained into the KNOWLEDGE by intense studies of the PAST EVENTS OF HISTORY...

By Elijah Mohammad

Servant of Allah
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